
"The Casualty" by Ted Hughes 

A Critical analysis  

Summary 

Farmers in the fields and housewives behind the windows of their 

houses looked at the burning aeroplane in the sky above. Then they 

waited with interest for the evening news to describe, and throw some 

light on, the incident. In the meantime, the birds and the animals on the 

earth felt bewildered by what had happened. A pheasant looked around in 

astonishment ; a hare jumped up, not knowing the cause of the loud bang; 

and the wren uttered a cry of alarm. Some of the human beings searched 

for the pilot among the vegetation, and among the plants and weeds on 

the earth. They had seen a man falling down from the air above; and they 

had expected him to be lying alive somewhere among the bushes and 

other vegetation on the earth. They succeeded in locating his body which 

seemed to have life in it but which was actually a corpse. Finding him 

dead, they stood looking at him helplessly while the pilot seemed to have 

gained in his stature, and now looked bigger than the living men who 

stood around his dead body. On the contrary, these living persons felt a 

desire to emulate the example set by this pilot though, on realizing the 

kind of death he had met, they ceased to have any such desire. 

General analysis  

Fallen into a brambled or thorny ditch, the “suddenly smashed stems 

twitch.” This signifies the vegetation that is completely out of place or the 

human bones being smashed due to the accident. The pheasant, the hare 

and the wren respond with their respective reflux actions bewildered at 

this “unnatural occurrence. „The pheasant stands on the ruins in total 

astonishment. The hare that typically hops reluctantly and quizzically-



thinking at every step; in response to the calamity frantically hops away 

flattening its ears without thinking twice. The wren goes about its duty of 

warning the others. 

The response of people to the crash is elaborated upon in the subsequent 

paragraph. They “saw fall”, it was not only the fall of the plane, but the 

Fall of Man as well, where Nature won over science yet again. They peer 

just as they would look for a snake or a rare flower. Note how both are 

potent symbols of death. Even the grave of the dead leaves heaves as a 

man drops out from the air alive. 

People listen to him now as he tries to regains his senses, and gropes for 

help. They rip apart the slum of weeds, barbed coils and leaves to raise a 

body. As the breeze touches the body it glows: gets slightly refeshened 

and oxygenated. They brand their hands onto his bones. Now that his 

spine has collapsed, sheaves(pulleys) are lined up to take away the dead 

bodies in the background ,as he is propped up for support. It may also 

imply that the people who prop him up act as”heaped sheaves.” 

They arrange his legs in order, open his eyes; and then the people stand 

helpless like ghosts. The term „ghosts‟ is used in keeping with the poplar 

conception of ghosts who want to help the living but cannot be of any 

practical value. The man here is a mere metaphor for people in general 

afflicted by such catastrophes as he tries to support himself on his legs yet 

again, and tries to open his eyes. August is the hottest English month, and 

people were literally and spiritually melting there as they encountered a 

major blow. They behold the flesh and blood of the bulky person in 

question as a heartbeat shakes the body . Eyes widen in a childish way; 

people seem like children in that they are worried, but do not do anything 



much about it. Sympathies seem to fasten to his blood like flies; nothing 

much but parasites feeding on the tragedy. 

The heart is no more open than a clenched fist and extremely controlled 

in its emotions. It lies complacent, unscathed by the incident like an 

unscratched diamond. Their tears are too tender to let go and break. They 

pose as mourners. They are greedy in that, instead of helping them, their 

voyeuristic nature attaches more preference to knowing the juicy details 

of the horrific experience that the victims have gone through-“grimace, 

gasp, gesture of death.” All this prevails, till they encounter his frigid-

eyed stare at the handkerchief above him. 

Imagery in the poem 

The poem contains a most vivid picture of the reaction of the animals and 

of human beings to the tragic event. The animals cannot comprehend the 

situation; and their reaction, therefore, is one of confusion. The pheasant, 

the hare, and the wren merely feel bewildered and scared, while the 

human beings experience mixed feelings. The human beings are filled 

with pity, terror, and awe on seeing the pilot's dead body enmeshed in the 

weeds and the coils of barbed wire which used to serve as the fence for a 

field. Also, the human spectators experience a feeling of envy of the dead 

pilot who now seems to have grown bigger in his physical dimensions 

than any of the living persons because of his heroic self-sacrifice.  

Simile and Metaphor  

While graphic imagery is one  of the most striking features of this poem, 

we also have an example of Hughes's command of the poetic diction and 

his capacity to make use of it in a most striking and novel manner. We 

come across Hughes's characteristic use of simile and metaphor in 



impressive ways. The sight of the burning aircraft in the air above is 

compared to a fight between a firefly and a spider. The living men, 

searching for the body of the airman in the fields, are depicted as 

expecting to find " a snake in the gloom of the brambles or a rare flower." 

These living men, on seeing the dead body, stand "helpless as ghosts" 

sympathies flock to the dead body of the airman "like flies."  

 

  


